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1. Introduction 

As a possible option of JLC, operation on the Z-pole with highly polarized electron 
beam is discussed. It should be emphasized that, though JLC is optimized for high 
energy operation, it will produce high luminosity, L=2.0x 1033cm"2s"1, also on the Z-
pole. The Z-pole running will provide us with opportunities of unique physics such as 
measurements of sin20w(1)(2), of CP violation in B-meson system^3^4^5), etc. In this 
article we firstly discuss technical problems and their solutions of the Z-pole running, in 
section 2, fr^:n accelerator point of view. In section 3, the measurement of CP violation 
in Bs—>pKs ss discussed. Section 4 describe the measurement of sin20w with its 
application to estimate the mass of the standerd-model Higgs boson. Physics analyses in 
sections 3 and 4 assumes 90% polarization of electron beam at IP. Finally summary is 
given in section 5. 

2. Z pole running of JLC 

The expected luminosity of JLC on the Z-pole is 
L = 2 .0xl0 3 3 entree'1 at £,=45.6 GeV. (1) 

This corresponds to be the expected number of Z-bosons: 
8 x 106 Ziday. (2) 

The expected luminosities of JLC at typical operating energies of Ey= 45.6, 150, and 250 

GeV are summarized in table 1 witii related parameters. 

Table 1: Luminosities and Related Parameters at Typical Operating Energies (C-band) 

Eb 
[GeV] 

45.6 
150 
250 

oy 
[nm] 

8.7 
3.9 
3.0 

L 

[1033cm'2sec-l] 

2.0 
5.9 
9.7 

Wall Plug Power 

[MW] 

23 
115 
210 

Length/Linac 

[Km] 

0.9 
4.6 
8.7 
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Although three options of frequency (S-band: 2.856A///z, C-band: 5J\2MHz, and X-
band: \\A24MHz) are now considered for the JLC main linac, we only discuss, here, 
accelerator parameters based on the C-band option for simplicity. We think this choice is 
appropriate, because C-band is the middle of the three options. Also we limit the 
discussion to the first stage of JLC (JLC-1(2)), whose maximum beam energy is 250GeV, 
In the calculation of parameters summarized in table 1, we assumed that both the 
repetition rate (\50Hz) and the number of electrons per pulse (~1012, will be mentioned 
later) are common for all the energies. Also no limit for the wall-plug-power is assumed. 
From table 1, one can see that the expected luminosity increases linearly with the beam 

energy : 

/>!<)* xMlsYi cw-2sec-i (3) 
250 

This equation means that the energy dependence of the luminosity is simply determined 
by the beam emmitance which decreases as the beam energy increases. 

In reality there is a problem with beam energy switching in a linear collider. We 
cannot simply reduce the accelerating gradient to go down to the Z-pole. The reason is 
the following. JLC accelerates tremendously large number of electrons in a RF pulse. 
They are about 100 bunches of 1010 electrons (1012 in total). Therefore both single- and 
multi-bunch beam loading are very heavy. 
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Figure 1: Luminosity and Linac Length as a function of Beam Energy (C-band) 

This causes single-bunch and multi-bunch energy spreads which grow rapidly to an 
unacceptable level, if no special care is taken. High accelerating gradient is desirable to 
reduce the effect of beam loading. The accelerating gradient of 40MeV/m (nominal) is 
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necessary not only to achieve the high beam energy of 250GeV/c but also to keep the 
effect of beam loading tolerable. In the current JLC design, about 20% of the RF energy 
is transferred from a RF pulse to a train of 100 bunches. Of course the high gradient 
alone is not enough to solve this problem. We shift the bunches off the RF crest to 
compensate the energy spread in a bunch. The bunch-to-bunch energy spread is 
compensated by injecting a train into cavities with various timings of partial fill (See 
reference 2 for detail.). If we reduce the accelerating gradient too much, it spoils the 
above compensation scheme which works on a delicate balance of many factors. 
Therefore we should change the linac length to change the beam energy with a fixed 
accelerating gradient (See fifth column of table 1). Figure 1 shows the linac length and 
the luminosity as a function of the beam energy. Since JLC has a preaccelerater before 
the main linac, the zero point of the linac length dose not correspond to zero beam 
energy. To adjust the linac length, however, simply turning off unnecessary portion of 
cavities dose not work, because the wakefields in turned-off cavities destroy a beam. 

As a solution, we propose to install a transport line (figure 2) to bypass the 
unnecessary part of the main linac to realizeV? = 9\.2GeV . Since the preaccelerated 
beam has moderate energy, \2GeV, it is easy to handle. Therefore the transpon line 
should be compact and cheap. 
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Transport Line 
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IP 
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Figure 2: Transport Line for Z-pole Operation 

We do not employ acrobatic ideas as follows to change the beam energy. For 
example, -60% of the main linac accelerates a beam then the remaining -40% 
decelerates it; consequently we get a beam energy corresponding to the Z-pole. The 
other idea of such kind is the following. About 20% of the main linac accelerates a 
beam, then in the remaining ~80% the RF is in non-accelerating phase. Such kind of 
ideas may work in the calculation, however, in reality if we employ them we lose 
tolerances in many part of the accelerator design. 
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3. Measurement of CP violation in Bs (Bs) —>pKs 

Standard Model predicts(6^7^8^9) that the decay rate of an initially pure Bs (Bs) 
meson into a CP- eigenstate such as pKs is 

R(ini,iall>Bs ->pKs) = e-"r(l + sin 2fo sin & \ 

R(iniiiaU%^pKs) = e-tlx[l-sm2<hsin^A (4) 

A large forward-backward asymmetry caused by the polarization of an electron beam 
plays an essential role to measure the asymmetry of the decay rate given by the above 
equations. When the electron beam is polarized left handed, a b-quark (B meson) prefers 
to go in the forward direction (the direction of the electron beam). When we use a 90% 
left-handed polarized beam and detect the events in the polar angle region of 
O.22<lcos0l<O.94, the forward-backward asymmetry (AFB) is 73%. There should be an 
asymmetry ( {AcAmeasurc) xn m e forward versus in the backward-region to observe pKs 
from either Bs or Bs with decay proper time t: 

[AcAmeasure ^ " ' ^ sin 2fo s i n - ^ - (5) 

Then we will get the third angle of the •-nitarity triangle (sin203) by fitting this measured 
asymmetry. 

We use Monte Carlo generated Bs (Bs) events with simple smearing to estimate the 
detection efficiency and sensitivity to the decay asymmetry. In the analysis only signal 
events are generated, leaving out any background. To smear the events we assume the 
resolutions of the standard "JLC-I" detector: tne momentum resolution of the central 

tracker is °>r IPt =1x10 %P( and. the impact parameter resolution of the vertex 
detector is 

WH<™=ji.4VyM_) fee 
When the impact parameter resolution of each track is given by the above equation, the 
impact parameter resolution of the reconstructed vertex (Svertex) from two tracks (track 
1 and 2) is calculated to be 

•*$H$. "vertex — J l ~~r^ I + 

This gives an r.m.s. resolution of flight length of about nO/um when we average all of 
the generated p's from Bs (Bs) —>pKs. A signal event is accepted when it satisfies all of 
the following conditions. All of the tracks from Bs (Bs) are within the geometrical 
acceptance (|cos0|<O.94). All the tracks have momentum grater than 0.225 GeV/c. The 
Ks flight length is shorter than 90cm. The distance between the decay vertex (smeared) 
of the p (it is equivalent to the decay vertex of the Bs/Bs) and the interaction point of the 
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Figure 3: The expected oscillation in the backward(forward) region (a)((b)), and 

the asymmetry of them (c). 
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Figure 4: The decay asymmetries for various values of sin 203. 
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initial e+e" is larger than 50|im. We do not detect a p decay into n 7t . Under the above 
conditions the efficiency to detect Bs(Bs)-»pKs is 42% (this value includes the effect of 

the undetected p—>n n mode). 
Figure 3 shows results of expected oscillation and decay asymmetry with an 

integrated luminosity of 4X1040 cm'2. It corresponds to 2-year running of JLC on the Z-
pole. Here we have used, as a working assumption, a Bs/B$ life time (x) of 1.31xl0"12 sec 
(the same as that of Bd), sin203 of -0.5, an oscillation parameter (Xs) of 10, and a 
Bs(Bs)-»pKs branching ratio of 2xl0"5. In this case, sin203 can be measured with 6o 
sensitivity. The result depends on, of course, the assumed parameter values. At present, 
however, we do not have enough experimental data to estimate them with good accuracy. 
The most probable value of sin203 is -0.97 which was determined^85 mainly from data 

on the Bd-Bd mixing, |K*&/K:a|> and e'/e. Nevertheless, we cannot exclude the 
possibility of zero sin203, since the error is still large. The branching ratio of 2xl0"5 is 
rather optimistic. The real value could be one-order-of-magnitude smaller than this. 

The decay asymmetries for various values of sin203(-O.2, -0.5, and -0.8) are shown 
in figures 4 (a), (b), and (c), respectively. The number of events generated to produce 
each figure corresponds to that required to give a 3a statistical error on sin203. All of 
the other assumptions are the same as those of figure 3. Since the oscillation given by 
equation (4) is diluted due to detector resolution, the sin203 resulting from the fitting is 
smaller than the input value, especially when sin203 is large. This effect should be 
corrected for in the actual experiment. The luminosity necessary to give a 3a statistical 
error on sin203 is shown in figure 5 as a function of sin203. 
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Figure 5: The luminosity to give a 3a statistical error on sin203 
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4. Measurement of sin26w 

In this section, we consider the case that JLC does not find any light Higgs boson in 
its first stage of operation at *Js =300-50QGeV. 

In the standard model, the Higgs mass, the W mass, and the top mass are interrelated 
through radiative corre.',;:ons. Therefore, we can estimate the Higgs mass by measuring 
the masses of W and top. For a precise determination of the W mass, we measure the 
polarization asymmetry of the cross section to produce muon pairs on the Z-pole, 

A _£kZ£* 
nio — *LR 

CT, + CXc 

2ggae 
2 2 

where <?UR) is the cross section to produce muon pairs with left(right)-handed electron 
beam. The polarization asymmetry is directly related to sin29w which, in turn, determines 
Mw. Given the design luminosity of JLC, the error on sin20w will be dominated by the 
error on the beam polarization (see Fig.6). If we can control this error down to the one 
percent level, the error on sin20w will be about 0.1% (90% polarized beam is assumed). 
Including theoretical ambiguities due to light quark loop corrections, we expect AMw= 
2lMeV. 
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Figure 6: The error on sin20W as a function of the number of muon pairs. 

The measurements of Mw and Mtop determine the allowed range of the Higgs mass 
through radiative corrections^0). Fig.7 indicates the l a bound for the Higgs mass as a 
function of the input Higgs mass. We should emphasize the importance of accurate top 
mass measurement: here we have assumed ±0.5 GeV. Only an e+e' linear collider gives 
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us such high accuracy. We can see that JLC will be able to significantly improve the 
present bound on the Higgs mass and will show us the next step to take, even if no light 
Higgs boson exists. 
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Figure 7: The 1-a bound on the Higgis mass as a function of the input mass. 

5. Summary 

JLC will provide a high luminosity of 2.0xl033cm"2s"1 on the Z-pole. To realize the 
Z-pole running we need to add a transport line to bypass unnecessary part of the main 
linac. With this high luminosity, the third angle of the unitality triangle (sin203) can be 
measured in Bs(Bs)-»pKs channel with 3a sensitivity in 1 year when sin 203 = -0.5, Xs = 
10, and the branching ratio of the channel is 2xl0'5. Also sin20w can be measured with 
accuracy of Asin2&v/sin20w=O. 1 %. 
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Appendix A. Scheme for Full Range Energy Scan 

It is reasonable to extend the idea of the transport line to have more injection points 
to the main linac which enable us to chose operation energy flexibly. Figure 3 shows a 
transport line which has, for example, 5 injection points corresponding to Z-pole, W-pair 
production, top production, X-object (will be mentioned later), and full energy 
(Eb=250GeV). As an option after the collider completion, if other experiment suggests 
an X-object which corresponds to an intermediate energy between two injection points, 
we can add a new injection point which corresponds to X, with small modification. To 
reach any intermediate energy with no gap, we should reduce the accelerating gradient, 
because it is obvious that we cannot make infinite number of injection points. It is our 
next step to estimate how much amount of reduction is acceptable. 
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Figure A: Transport Line with Multiple Taps. 

Appendix B. More Luminosity on Z-pole 

When we operate only a small part of the main linac for Z-pole running (other part is 
bypassed by a transport line), there is large margin of the total wall-plug-power as shown 
in the 4th column in table 1. Therefore, it is possible to feed more power to the final 20% 
of the main linac (shown by hatching in figure A), when JLC is running on the Z-pole. 
Then the main linac can accelerate larger number of electrons than that in usual high 
energy operation, since accelerating structures accept larger loading. This can be 
realized either installing more klystrons in the final 20% of main linac, or employing S-
band linac in the final part even if the other part is C- or X-band. 
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